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Press release
Mobile furnishing – on track with Concept Kitchen
The attentive trade visitors at this year’s furniture fair "Salone del Mobile" in Milan with the connected
"EuroCucina" are sure not to have missed the range of mobile kitchen concepts, which has clearly
grown as against previous years. Those who have left the mainstream behind kept their eyes peeled
for mini individual components and modular small kitchen combinations in many corners of Europe’s
biggest furniture fair. Proof that the furnishing scene is starting to reorient itself and that the trend
towards more modularity and mobile flexibility can no longer be ignored. Tracing the urban
development - the changes caused by dwindling living space in the cities, the requirements for more
flexibility when relocating and the rapidly growing number of single and small households – gaining
new insights from this for contemporary living and life plans was already a visionary theme for us in
2010, which we tackled with foresight and with the creative concept competence of the designer
Kilian Schindler.
In 2013 we were already able to surprise the sector with the modular mobile programme Concept
Kitchen. With the development of a complex alternative programme to the classic kitchen, as forward
thinkers and pioneers we successfully launched a versatile system of workstation elements, shelves
and tables for different living designs and uses, which, with its minimalistic design vocabulary, stands
for new ways of individual furnishing, uniqueness and exclusivity.
With mobile furnishings, a great deal can be set in motion – not just in the kitchen sector. The fact
that we are now also able attract the attention of start-ups and professionals worldwide in the outdoor
sector, in the stores & shops well as in the dining scene, is due to the large number of individual
placement options for decorative and flexible ensembles. Inspiring planning aids such as the product
guide, look book and configurator convey the beauty, versatility of use and quality of the Concept
Kitchen range.
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